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Abstract The integration of intermittent personalized 

ventilation in office spaces equipped with chilled ceiling 

and mixing ventilation has been proven to enhance 

comfort and provide energy savings. However, the 

performance of the intermittent personalized ventilation 

has not been compared between both systems. This is 

important to see under which system the intermittent 

personalized ventilation performs best. In this work, two 

office spaces equipped with a chilled ceiling/mixing 

ventilation coupled with intermittent personalized 

ventilation were modelled using validated CFD models. 

The intermittent jet was supplied towards an infected 

occupant at an average flow rate of 7.5 L/s. The frequency 

of the intermittent PV was varied in each case. It was 

found that the intermittent personalized ventilator provided 

better thermal comfort in the case of chilled ceiling under 

neural to warm conditions (14% increase compared to MV 

systems). However, twice as much energy savings were 

obtained in the case of mixing ventilation than chilled 

ceilings. Therefore, it is better off to operate intermittent 

PVU under MV systems.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 

systems are integrated within building envelopes to ensure 

the wellbeing of occupants by responding to their thermal 

comfort needs [1]. There are many types of HVAC 

systems that can be installed in indoor spaces, each 

characterized by advantages as well as their shortcomings. 

Two conventional systems are the mixing ventilation 

(MV) system and the chilled ceiling (CC) system. 

In MV systems, thermal comfort is generally met by 

bringing air room temperature to adequate levels through 

mixing of the supplied air with the room air and also by 

displacement of the warm and polluted air and replacing it 

with cool and clean air. To meet comfort requirements, a 

large percentage of cool fresh air should be brought into 

the space which entails high energy consumption. In 

other words, requirements are met in MV systems by 

maintaining the space at a constant temperature and a 

homogenous air quality by a mixed fresh-return air 

distribution. In such design, the individual environmental 

preference is not accommodated since room temperature 

is controlled by single thermostat. This may lead in an 

open space to the failure in satisfying the thermal comfort 

needs of all occupants [2, 3].  

 On the other hand, CC systems usually consist of a 

metal panel installed at ceiling height and cooled by 

chilled water circulating in pipes. They provide thermal 

comfort for occupants through radiative and convective 

heat exchange with heated surfaces and are characterized 

by their quiet operation [4]. Using computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD), Catalina et al. [5] modeled a test room 

equipped with a CC for thermal comfort investigation. 

Their results showed that small vertical temperature 

gradients were found in the room as well as small 

momentum and good values of thermal comfort. CC are 

also beneficial in terms of saving energy. In fact, the heat 

removed from the occupant by the CC allows it to 

maintain the room at higher ambient temperatures than 

typical HVAC systems for similar comfort. This reduces 

energy costs by decreasing the cooling load. Numerical 

simulations of rooms equipped with CC showed a 10% 

reduction in energy consumption [6]. Even though the 

CC is an efficient system in providing thermal comfort, it 

has its disadvantages. In fact, CC systems can only 

remove a limited load from the space, risk condensation 

at the ceiling level and can compromise IAQ since they 

don’t bring in fresh air into the space.  

Consequently, MV and CC systems assure 

macroclimates characterized by recirculation zones and 

increased turbulence. sDue to these shortcomings, MV 

and CC systems cannot function as standalone systems 

and need to be assisted by additional HVAC units that 

can compensate their shortcomings. A viable option are 

the personalized ventilation units (PVU) which are 

localized energy efficient HVAC systems. PVU target the 

personal environment of the occupant by supplying cool 

fresh air directly to the breathing zone [7]. Hence, PVU 

can enhance thermal comfort as well as provide good 

breathable air quality. Moreover, these systems are cheap 
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and can be either integrated into the office furniture or 

constitute personal systems that can be incorporated into 

human clothing. PVU systems exist in many 

configurations, which have been developed and studied in 

literature through experiments or numerical modeling 

(desk mounted, ceiling mounted) [8, 9]. Cermak et al. [10] 

tested experimentally two types of PVU (vertical desk 

grills and round movable panels) in conjunction with a 

MV system in an office space occupied by two breathing 

thermal manikins. Their results showed that PV was able 

to enhance IAQ in the BZ as well thermal comfort while 

the mixed macroclimate was contaminated. In a numerical 

study, Makhoul et al. [8] applied the concept of coaxial 

jets to ceiling PV in offices. They reported that the system 

was able to improve thermal comfort and IAQ in the 

occupant microenvironment compared to single PVU jets 

as well as reduce energy consumption. 

 In more recent applications, the cool fresh air 

supplied by the PVU was modified by fluctuating the 

supply flow rate between a minimum and a maximum at a 

certain characteristic frequency [11]. The intermittency of 

the PVU system was found to improve thermal comfort 

compared to steady flow rates. Ghali et al. [12] performed 

outdoor experiments on human subjects and reported that 

the average thermal comfort improved with the change in 

wind frequency. Furthermore, providing airflow 

intermittently can help decrease PV energy costs even 

further by reducing the amount of fresh air to be cooled by 

the system and lowering the fans’ power consumption as 

reported by Kabanshi et al. [13] who used ceiling mounted 

Air Jet Diffusers (AJD) supplying dynamic airflow in an 

ON-OFF pattern. Al-Assaad et al. [14, 15] coupled 

intermittent PVU with MV and CC and proved that 

comfort was enhanced and that energy savings can be 

achieved compared to a steady PVU. However, the 

performance of intermittent PVU was not compared 

between the systems as they have similar microclimate 

characteristics. 

 In this study, two office spaces conditioned by MV 

and CC systems and coupled with a desk mounted 

intermittent PVU are considered. The ability of the 

intermittent PVU in providing comfort was studied using 

experimentally validated transient 3D CFD models 

coupled with bio-heat models. A parametric study is then 

conducted where the frequency of the intermittent PVU 

was varied to investigate its effect on comfort. Energy 

savings were also assessed. The performance of both 

systems were compared and a conclusion is made on the 

applicability of intermittent PVU in indoor spaces.  

 

2. Problem description 

 

The study considers two typical office spaces of 

dimensions 3.4 m × 3.4 m × 2.8 m. Both offices are 

equipped with a workstation and an occupant represented 

by a thermal manikin. They are also equipped with a 

wooden door (2 m × 1 m) and the office is considered to 

have small apertures (0.5 m × 0.6 m). Several layers of 

brick and concrete are considered to constitute the room 

walls. The inner layer is made out of a Gypsum board 

having a thermal conductivity of 0.161 W/m.K. The total 

load to be removed is a typical load of 40 W/m2 due to 

computer, lighting, occupants [16]. The first office is 

conditioned by a CC system. The MV and CC system are 

coupled with an intermittent PVU system. The PVU 

nozzle is mounted on the desk, has a diameter outlet of 5 

cm and located at 40 cm from the occupant. Figure 1 

illustrates the considered spaces. Each of the PVU and 

MV have their own air handling unit (AHU) supplying 

100% fresh filtered air. The concentration of active and 

passive particles (NO2, CO…) in the supplied air is 

negligible and the concentration in CO2 is 450 ppm. The 

intermittent PVU characterized by a sinusoidal flow rate 

supplied at a certain frequency f and an average flow rate. 

The minimum PVU flow rate should guarantee that the 

fresh air penetrates the occupant’s free convective flow 

and reaches the BZ. The average flow rate considered in 

this study is 7.5 L/s with a minimum of 1 L/s. The 

frequency range is [0.3 Hz – 1 Hz], which is the typical 

frequency range felt by occupants indoors.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the office space with the intermittent PVU coupled 

with: a) MV system, b) CC system. 

 

       In order to assess these effects on thermal comfort, a 

transient bio heat model which can capture the time 

variations of skin temperatures is needed. The transient 

bio-head model of Othmani et al. [17] is used and is 

coupled with the CFD model in ANSYS to predict the 

thermal response of the occupant based on modeled 

physiology. The bio-heat model divides the body into 11 

segments (head, chest, back, abdomen, back, buttocks, 

upper arm, lower arm, thighs, calves, and feet), it takes as 

input the environmental conditions including ambient air 

temperature and the convective heat transfer coefficients 
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near each body segments and outputs the segmental skin 

temperatures. In order to couple the CFD and bio-heat 

models, the thermal manikin was initiated with typical skin 

temperature. The ambient skin temperatures as well as 

convective heat transfer coefficients were used as input 

from the CFD model to the transient bio-heat model. For 

the face segment subject to the transient PV airflow, the 

ambient skin temperatures and convective heat transfer 

coefficients are transient while for the other segments, they 

remain constant. After obtaining the skin temperatures, 

they were taken as input boundary conditions to the 

thermal manikin in the CFD model. The latter was then 

simulated until convergence is reached once more. This 

coupling algorithm was iterated several times until the 

relative error between two iterations is smaller than 10-3. 

After convergence, the output skin temperatures, core 

temperatures and their rate of change are taken as input 

into the sensation and comfort models of Zhang et al. [18 – 

20]. In these models, Zhang et al. [18 – 20] performed 

intensive human subjects’ experiments to develop a 

sensation and comfort scales ranging from -4 (very cold, 

very uncomfortable respectively) to +4 (very hot, very 

comfortable, respectively).  

 

3. CFD model  
 

 In this work, there are complex airflow field behavior 

that are taking place due to the presence of the MV, CC 

and the PVU systems. In fact the MV establishes a 

complex flow with recirculation zones and mixing. The 

CC establishes a gradient of temperature in the space 

which leads to unstable stratification and buoyancy which 

in turn results in high turbulence intensities in the space. 

Moreover, the transient PVU jet is another factor which 

increases turbulence in the microenvironment surrounding 

the occupant. In addition, there are several heat sources in 

the space giving rise to thermal plumes. This affects the 

airflow field variables such as velocity, temperature, 

turbulence intensity. Consequently, a 3D computational 

fluid dynamics model (CFD) is needed to resolve for these 

different fields. A CFD tool is used to precisely resolve the 

different variables. The commercial software ANSYS 

Fluent [21] was used to solve the momentum, energy 

equations, pressure velocity coupling as well as the 

turbulence, dissipation rate equations and discrete phase 

models... For exact predictions of flow behavior, the space 

should be appropriately meshed (Fig 2). Therefore, 

inflation layers are created around the boundaries such that 

the range of the dimensionless wall number y+
 is [0.8 – 4] 

[22]. The considered space is meshed into tetrahedral 

elements with face sizing applied at the boundaries 

(thermal manikin: 1.5 cm, walls: 2 cm. The MV+PVU 

mesh has 1,056,484 elements and 303,533 nodes. The 

CC+PVU mesh had 5119220 elements with 951942 nodes. 

These meshes ensured a grid independent solution 

(maximum relative error of less than 5% on velocity 

measurements). 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the space meshes in ANSYS Fluent, for a) the MV 

system and b) the CC system.  

 

Due to the turbulence created by the intermittent 

PVU jet, MV and the CC, the RNG k-ε model was used to 

model turbulence [17]. Due to small density variations, 

the Boussinesq approximation is used to account for 

buoyancy effects. The S2S radiation model is 

implemented to account for the radiation between CC and 

heated surfaces. The discretization schemes for the 

different variables (momentum, energy, k, ε, species…) 

are presented in Table 1. Numerical convergence is 

reached for scaled residuals of less than 10-5 for all 

quantities except energy where it should be less than 10-7. 
 

Table 1. Flow field variables and the different discretization 

schemes. 

 

Flow Field variables Scheme 

momentum, energy, k, ε and 

turbulence equations, species 

transport  

second order upwind scheme 

pressure equation “PRESTO!” scheme 

Transient term  second order implicit time 

stepping scheme, time step of 

0.05 seconds  

Pressure velocity coupling  PISO scheme  

4. Results and discussion  
  

 The CFD models of the intermittent PVU+CC system 

were previously validated in the work of Al Assaad et al. 

[14, 15]. The model is simulated for three typical 

frequencies found in indoor spaces (0.3 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 1 

Hz). The MV and CC assure temperatures of 26°C in the 

ambient environment, which is slightly warm. The PVU 

supply temperature is set to 22°C. A temperature 

difference of 4°C is assured between the PVU and the 
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space to limit temperature asymmetry between the 

different body segments and hence avoid draft discomfort.   

 Table 2 represents the variation of overall thermal 

comfort (OTC) (predicted by the comfort model of Zhang 

et al. [18-20]), as a function of frequency for an average 

PVU flowrate of 7.5 L/s. It can be seen that with the 

increase in frequency in both cases, overall thermal 

comfort increased. This is due to the amplified turbulence 

levels with increased with frequency, which enhanced the 

rate of change of skin temperatures and hence heat losses 

from the skin. Increased heat losses were favorable in 

these warm ambient conditions, which improved thermal 

comfort. The contours of temperature for both MV and 

CC can be seen in Fig 3 and 4 respectively. When 

comparing between the comfort levels of MV and CC 

systems, it can be seen that the intermittent PVU provided 

better comfort in CC systems. In fact, OTC values were 

14% higher in the case of the intermittent PVU with CC 

compared to MV. This can be explained the turbulence 

levels in the occupant microclimate. In fact, turbulence 

levels in the CC occupant microclimate were smaller than 

that in the MV macroclimate. In fact, for a PVU frequency 

of 0.5 Hz, in the case of the CC space, turbulence 

intensities reached maximums of 39% at the BZ while in 

the case of MV, turbulence intensities reached maximums 

of 50% at the BZ. Higher turbulence levels means 

increased heat losses from the skin in the MV space 

compared to the CC space. Therefore, heat losses in MV 

spaces started to surpass their threshold values of comfort 

for this macroclimate temperature of 26°C. Consequently, 

for each macroclimate temperature, a threshold value for 

turbulence intensities, and thus sensible heat losses from 

the skin exists that assures maximal comfort. This value 

increases with even warmer indoor environments. 

Subsequently, in terms of thermal comfort in warm indoor 

environments of 26°C, the intermittent PVU works best 

under CC systems.  

 
Table 2. Overall thermal comfort at different PV frequencies at an 

average flow rate 7.5 L/s 
 

Ta =26°C, PV jet TPV = 22°C, RH = 50% 

PV frequency 

(Hz) 
MV system CC system 

0.3 0.341 0.386 

0.5 0.4966 0.578 

1 1.015 1.181 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Illustration of temperature and velocity contours for the MV case 

at an average PVU flow rate of 7.5 L/s for a frequency of 0.5 Hz.  

 

In order to calculate the energy savings of the 

intermittent PVU+CC/MV system, the fan power 

consumption as well as the cooling capacity of an 

intermittent PVU should be calculated and compared to a 

steady case. The reference steady state condition in the 

case of MV is a steady PVU flow rate of 9 L/s and in the 

case of CC, a PVU flow rate of 7.5 L/s that provides 

similar comfort. The correlation of Keblawi et al. [23] 

was used to calculate fan power consumption:  

   

  (1) 

 

Where  is the fan mass flow rate, Pfan is the fan 

power consumption, Pref and  are the nominal 

power consumption and mass flow rate respectively for 

steady state PVU operation. To account for time 

variation, the power was averaged over one period.  It 

was found that a transient fan operation (2 W) was 

slightly higher than a steady case (1.62 W). However, the 

decrease in cooling capacity was more significant than 

the increase in fan power consumption between transient 

and steady state PVU operation. Therefore, a transient 

PVU system operating at an average flow rate of 7.5 L/s 

provided energy savings of 16.1% and 7.5% in the case 

of MV and CC respectively.  
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Fig. 4. Illustration of temperature contours for the CC case at an average 

PVU flow rate of 7.5 L/s for a frequency of 0.5 Hz. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

A transient validated 3D CFD model was simulated to 

conduct a study on intermittent PVU assisting 

conventional CC and MV systems. It was found that 

increasing frequency enhanced thermal comfort in the 

case of CC and MV systems. Note that 14% better 

comfort was obtained in the case of CC compared to MV 

due to smaller turbulence levels in the CC space. This was 

favorable in warm ambient conditions due to increased 

heat losses. However, twice as much energy savings were 

obtained in the case of MV systems. Therefore, it is better 

off to operate the intermittent PVU with MV systems, 

since it provides comparable levels of comfort to CC 

systems while assuring higher energy savings.  
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